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Hunan People's Pubishing House, 2000. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. 1st Edition. 240*160mm.
Language: Chinese and English bilingual, Size:240*160mm/ 441pages. The Romance of the Western
Bower, by Wang Shifu of the Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368), is a gem of Chinese classical drama and a
masterpiece of Chinese literature. The main theme of this play is the love between a young scholar
named Zhang Gong and Cui Yingying (or Oriole), nineteen-year-old daughter of former Prime
Minister Cui. This play is divided into five acts and twenty scenes. Act I describes the first meeting in
the temple between the two lovers. Act 11 relates how Zhang Gong saves the temple from attack by
bandits and Madame Cui promises her daughter can marry Zhang, but soon she goes back on her
words. Act III describes the lovers' longing for each other. Act IV depicts their tryst in Scene One; in
Scene Two, Madame Cui will not approve their marriage unless Zhang wins honor in the civil
service examinations; Scene Three depicts the lovers' parting when Zhang leaves Oriole to attend
the examinations in the capital; Scene Four ends with a dream in which the lovers meet again. The
last act describes their reunion. In short,...
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Reviews
The book is fantastic and great. it was writtern really perfectly and useful. I discovered this pdf from my i and dad suggested this book to learn.
-- Dr . Cor die Upton III
A very amazing publication with perfect and lucid information. We have read through and that i am certain that i will planning to study once more yet
again in the future. You will not really feel monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogues are for about should you question me).
-- Ma tilda Hoeg er V
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